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...the efficiency of molecular testing 

processes is increasingly becoming  

an operational concern for healthcare 

providers...

and maintaining quality measures. Implementation of lean inter-
ventions has the potential to reduce the cost of services incurred 
by providers and to improve the timeliness of treatment initiation.5 

For example, use of lean methodology in the design of new clinics 
has been found to improve patient volume, lead time, and satis-
faction, while reducing operating costs.7 

Current clinical guidelines in lung cancer treatment recommend 
that molecular testing results be available within 10 working days 
of receipt of tissue.8 Some of the focus that has been given to 
developing the molecular tests themselves must now turn to 
improving performance on the front end of the molecular diag-
nostic testing cycle, from when patients first enter the provider 
setting and throughout the remainder of their care journey.

Lean in Practice: A Pilot Study
To see how lean methodology could be used to evaluate current 
molecular testing processes, identify waste, and design an improved 
process for advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in the 
community setting, a pilot study was conducted at St. Joseph 
Hospital, Orange, Center for Cancer Prevention and Treatment 
(SJH), located in Orange County, Calif. The study also evaluated 
the applicability of any improved processes to other disease sites 
within the organization and to the St. Joseph Health System as 
a whole. The study focused on NSCLC adenocarcinoma (which 
accounts for about 40 percent of all NSCLC cases),9 for which 
two targeted therapies were available at the time the study was 
conducted: erlotinib for patients with epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) mutation and crizotinib for patients with ana-
plastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) gene rearrangement and meta-
static disease. These actionable mutations occur in relatively small 

T he demand for molecular testing services has grown at an 
enormous rate in recent years, as molecularly-targeted 
therapies have revolutionized the approach to cancer treat-

ment and challenged the ability of molecular testing facilities to 
keep pace.1 In addition, the efficiency of molecular testing processes 
is increasingly becoming an operational concern for healthcare 
providers as it relates to the initiation of therapy and in the 
cost-containment environment driven by reduced reimbursement.2 
Targeted therapies with molecular testing requirements are a 
prime example of processes that contain natural gatekeepers in 
their operational flow. Process improvement techniques can help 
identify the underlying inefficiencies that are delaying or deterring 
patients from receiving treatment they require. 

An example of such a process improvement technique is “lean” 
methodology, which was developed by Toyota to improve flow 
and minimize waste.3,4 In the healthcare setting, lean methodology 
aims to maximize value to the customer—typically patients—while 
minimizing any activity that is not valued (i.e., “waste”) to provide 
a streamlined, valued-added service through five simple 
principles:3,4

1. Identify the value
2. Map the value stream and identify waste
3.  Create a constant flow of value and eliminate waste
4. Pull patients along their journey
5.  Aim to continually improve the patient journey.

Although lean methodology has only been applied in the healthcare 
industry for a decade, its tools have been used in manufacturing 
and other industries for more than a century. Clinical laboratories 
began adopting lean methodology some time ago, resulting in 
improved turnaround time and workflow, despite high test 
volumes.5 

In U.S. healthcare systems, interest in the use of lean process 
improvement has increased since the passage of the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA).6,7 Healthcare providers, payers, and pharma-
ceutical companies alike are tasked with finding opportunities to 
reduce cost, improve efficiency, reduce waste, and improve the 
patient experience at all levels of their organizations—with the 
ultimate aim of reducing the national expenditure on healthcare 
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Mapping the Value Stream
Within the SJH pilot study, the key lean principle used was a 
value stream map (VSM) to assess the current state and design 
the ideal future state of the care process. To better visualize the 
processes, progression, waste, and value, the researchers developed 
an innovative “hybrid value stream map” that combined tradi-
tional process mapping tools and lean VSM components.

Researchers conducted semi-structured one-on-one interviews 
with stakeholders about the current state of the care process and 
the physician experience at SJH. Group consensus about the 
current state map was reached with the dedicated multidisci-
plinary team through the use of lean tools and process mapping. 
Researchers then worked with the team members to develop the 
future-state molecular testing process and metrics to support 
this process. The researchers and selected physician leaders 
devised an action plan for implementing the monitoring of the 
metrics, developing a molecular testing protocol, and finalizing 
the future-state process map.

Major themes of the interviews included:
• Utilization of the molecular testing process
• Tissue insufficiency post-biopsy
• Patient experience
• Utilization of guidelines and protocols
• Communication across the care team
• Reference lab processes
• Reimbursement and cost
• Overall efficiency of the care process. 

The interviews showed that the existing protocols for initiating 
molecular testing at SJH were being used inconsistently, with a 
high degree of variability that was mostly due to differing per-
spectives on when reflex testing should be done. Multidisciplinary 
team members who were aware of the protocol recognized that 
it was used on a limited basis. Perceived delays in obtaining 
authorizations for molecular testing and insufficient quantities 
of tissue were all cited as reasons for further testing delays. Indeed, 
in some cases it was not apparent from whom authorization 
should be sought. The interviews also identified the challenges 
associated with the hospital resources responsible for data col-
lection at the center. Previously, data collection had focused on 
diagnostics, cancer volumes, and treatments delivered, including 
cancer registry metrics. Under healthcare reform, however, data 
collection must now include data to monitor patient experience, 
access, outcomes, and patient throughput in order to demonstrate 
value. At the same time that the pilot project was being conducted, 
simultaneous development of a centralized process within the St. 
Joseph Health System also improved the accession of these data.

numbers of patients; EGFR mutations are estimated to occur in 
10 to 15 percent of Caucasian patients and 40 percent of Asian 
patients with adenocarcinoma and ALK rearrangement in 2 to 
7 percent  of all patients.10 These percentages raised the question 
of how the common bottlenecks and barriers that exist in a tertiary 
community cancer center impact the ability of clinicians to achieve 
optimal efficacy in identifying a small number of patients for 
potential targeted treatment. 

SJH is a National Cancer Institute (NCI)-designated Community 
Cancer Center at which an estimated six to eight new cases of 
NSCLC are treated each month. Within SJH’s Thoracic Oncology 
Program, a comprehensive multidisciplinary team is dedicated to 
patient care. Supplementing the traditional physician team (medical 
oncologists, pathologists, pulmonologists, radiologists, radiation 
oncologists, and thoracic surgeons) are nurse navigators, genetic 
counselors, registered dietitians, social workers, pain managers, 
and other nursing and radiology staff. The Thoracic Oncology 
Program also offers other services, such as computed tomography 
(CT) screening, video- and robotic-assisted thoracic surgery, 
radiofrequency ablation, high-dose-rate brachytherapy, pulmonary 
rehabilitation, an outpatient infusion center, a lung cancer support 
group, and smoking cessation classes, as well as access to clinical 
trials to stay at the leading edge of research and innovation. 
Moreover, SJH is considered a lean organization, and many of its 
leaders have been trained in lean techniques.

Within the pilot study, the patient journey focused on the subset 
of patients diagnosed with biopsy-confirmed NSCLC adenocar-
cinoma of stage IIIb or higher who underwent molecular testing 
and ultimately received targeted treatment. (Per National Com-
prehensive Cancer Network [NCCN] guidelines prior to 2014, 
NSCLC adenocarcinoma of stage IIIb or higher was eligible for 
molecular testing; 2014 NCCN guidelines recommend that only 
stage IV tumors be tested.11) Researchers involved in the SJH pilot 
study hypothesized that applying lean methodology could stream-
line the care process and ultimately create value for patients through 
a more timely and protocol-driven molecular testing process by 
eliminating or reducing existing process inefficiencies. 

...applying lean methodology could 

streamline the care process and ultimately 

create value for patients through a more 

timely and protocol-driven molecular 

testing process...
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for molecular testing, frequently requiring re-biopsy that resulted 
in a delay in treatment. The current-state discussions again high-
lighted uncertainty among members of the multidisciplinary team 
as to whether the oncologist or pathologist was responsible for 
ordering molecular testing when clinical history and histologic 
diagnosis confirms a “known” stage IV NSCLC. This led to high 
variability and process waste in practice and execution. 

Another identified area of waste was developing the packet 
of information on patients referred into SJH during their bio-
marker evaluation process journey. Although referrals from PCPs 
or non-specialists to specialists are standard practice, gathering 
the requisite information (medical history, imaging studies, his-
tologic diagnosis, remaining tissue, consultations with specialists) 
typically created a bottleneck. In order for the multidisciplinary 
team to provide the referred patient with the highest quality care, 
a number of authorizations, medical history reviews, and course 
of action reviews were required before an appropriate treatment 
plan could be implemented. 

There were also functional delays in identifying, screening, 
and accruing patients for clinical trial research. The current 
infrastructure for patient data mining was cumbersome due to 
the de-centralization of the data sources, thereby causing delays 
in enrolling patients in appropriate clinical trials at the time of 
histologic diagnosis. Operational delays as simple as office hours, 
clinical trial biopsy requirement, and patient access to the 
informed-consent process exacerbated the delays.

Lastly, timeliness of cross-functional communication across 
the multidisciplinary team members was identified as an over-
arching area for improvement throughout the care process. 

Determining the Ideal Future State of the Care 
Process
Upon consideration of the current state, physician leaders high-
lighted that the strength of SJH’s thoracic oncology team was its 
use of a multidisciplinary conference that meets weekly to discuss 
specific oncology cases. (About 45 members of the multidisci-
plinary team, including pulmonologists, pathologists, radiation 
oncologists, medical oncologists, thoracic surgeons, interventional 
radiologists, and nurse navigators attend these conferences.) The 
physician leadership viewed this process improvement as a baseline 
for developing a streamlined blueprint for future innovations and 
developments within a new, value-added process that could be 
scaled up to include other sites (e.g., breast or colorectal cancer) 
within SJH. Additionally, best practices could be provided to 
other cancer centers. 

Walking through the different components of the care process, 
the team modified pathways to eliminate barriers, areas of con-
fusion, duplicate processes, and areas of rework to assure a 
streamlined future state that provides optimal value to patients 

Evaluating the Current State of the Care Process
The next stage of lean implementation was a two-hour session 
between researchers and the multidisciplinary team to evaluate 
the current state of the care process, in order to understand all 
the processes, inputs, outputs, and suppliers and lay them out 
visually in a hybrid value stream map. Five key components of 
the care process were built into the framework:
1. Patient access: all areas through which the patient enters the 

process (e.g., the hospital or an outpatient setting) and diag-
nostic testing

2. Tissue collection: the various points and providers responsible 
for the biopsy

3. Histologic diagnosis: evaluation of biopsy tissue by the pathol-
ogy team for definitive diagnosis and adequacy of tissue for 
further studies

4. Clinical and molecular diagnosis: assessment by the oncology 
team of the pathology diagnoses and determination of appro-
priate care, including the need for molecular testing

5. Treatment: determination by the medical oncologist and multi-
 disciplinary team of the most appropriate course of treatment 

(targeted therapy, chemotherapy, or other).

Several waste elements were identified and highlighted within the 
hybrid value stream map (see Figure 1, pages 38-39). There was 
group consensus on the need for primary care physician (PCP) 
education on patient flow with regard to molecular testing, as 
well as on lung cancer as a whole. Suggestions included raising 
PCP awareness that SJH offers molecular testing to better identify 
and treat advance-stage cancers, that a lung cancer diagnosis is 
not always fatal, and that referral pathways do exist. In turn, 
education could lead to wider support among PCPs for lung 
cancer screening to aid early detection. However, the key to 
reaching PCPs may be through patient education and social media 
to prompt patients to initiate discussion and question their PCPs. 

Another potential area of waste was the approval process for 
biomarker testing in the various payer venues, including managed- 
care, commercial, low-income third-party, and traditional Medi-
care. The anxiety over possible front-end delays in the process 
with multiple types of health insurance, each with unique and 
occasionally arcane regulations, was emphasized. However, the 
medical oncologists who typically submit the authorizations 
differed widely in their view of this process and its impact as a 
barrier in the molecular testing process. 

There was significant focus on clinical processes for obtaining 
appropriate tissue quantity and quality during biopsy. Given the 
past struggles with quantity and/or quality not being sufficient 
(QNS) for molecular and other testing, the thoracic oncology 
team had already moved away from fine-needle aspiration and 
begun focusing more on core-needle biopsies. Despite this, the 
interviews indicated that up to 40 percent of samples are QNS (continued on page 42) 
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Multidisciplinary conference.  Periodic review of most current NCCN/CAP and evidence-based guidelines.

Figure 2. Hybrid Value Stream Map for the Ideal Future State of the Care Process
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and stakeholders (see Figure 2, page 40-41). The team outlined 
three key action-oriented events (in lean terms, “kaizens”) to 
rapidly address areas of inefficiency (see Table 1, above). Partic-
ipants also agreed that information-sharing stages within the 
multidisciplinary team, as well as with other program leaders 
and the SJH administration, should be incorporated throughout 
the care process.

Two subsequent meetings were held with the multidisciplinary 
team to review and finalize potential metrics for tracking the 
adoption of the future state by the SJH Thoracic Oncology Pro-
gram and to assure the long-term sustainability of the initiative. 
In the first meeting, participants brainstormed metrics that could 
be tracked within SJH’s current data infrastructure. Among the 
metrics suggested were variability of cycle times, biopsy QNS 
rate, cost impact, patient treatment preferences, and protocol 
compliance. 

The study sponsors (the cancer center director, the chief medical 

officer, and the Thoracic Oncology Program director) were then 
tasked with selecting the top six metrics to be implemented in 
the pilot. 

In the second meeting these metrics were revisited, and con-
sensus was reached on the final list of metrics:
1. Re-biopsy rates
2. Percent of patients tested with biomarkers who received tar-

geted therapy
3. Number or percent of patients with adequate tissue at time 

of biopsy to complete biomarker testing
4. Percent of various techniques yielding adequate tissue
5. Aggregated cost of performing test (i.e., scheduling, biopsy, 

procedure, pathology)
6. Measurement of adherence to protocol
7. Cycle time (time from biopsy order to receipt of results).

Once the metrics were finalized, the participants tasked a work 
group with determining the granular components needed to 
support the metrics and assigning accountability for implemen-
tation. The stakeholder departments involved in this ongoing 
implementation effort are the cancer registry, decision support, 
information technology, quality, and cancer center medical and 
administrative leadership.

Future Steps
The SJH pilot study successfully employed lean methodology and 
identified areas of improvement for the molecular testing process 
in a subgroup of patients with advanced NSCLC. Program eval-
uation is underway to quantify the impact of this initiative. 
Through active buy-in of leadership into the pilot process and 
ongoing engagement through the challenges of transition to the 
future-state design, the potential for improved efficiency and 

Physician Outreach and Education

•   Town hall meetings with PCPs to discuss thoracic oncology 
issues

•   Inclusion of select PCPs in multidisciplinary thoracic  
oncology meetings

•   One-on-one educational sessions with PCPs on thoracic 
oncology treatment options and use of molecular testing

Tissue Acquisition Protocol and Tissue Requirements

•   Assigning criteria for tissue sample extraction by modality 
(i.e., needle size, biopsy extraction method, etc.)

•  Defining specific minimal biopsy tissue requirements that 
are sufficient for testing but also patient- and  
system-friendly

Molecular Testing Protocol Development and  
Implementation

•  Protocol for the responsibilities of ordering molecular  
testing through use of future-state process criteria  
(pathologist or oncologist)

•  Protocol compliance tracking
•  Development of automatic triggers for testing based  

on clinical status

Table 1. Action-Oriented Rapid Improvement 
Events
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patient access, and reduced operation costs (e.g., re-biopsy, exces-
sive diagnostic testing, professional fees, cost from ineffective 
pharmaceutical prescriptions, etc.) may be realized. It is anticipated 
that this will result in improved timeliness, quality of care, and 
overall patient satisfaction.

The scalability of the pilot study may, however, be limited, as 
other cancer programs may be structured differently or operate in 
a different setting (for example, physician group practice versus 
integrated delivery network), although modular areas within the 
flow diagram can be swapped in and out to customize for other 
user groups. Evaluation of the current state revealed that the SJH 
System is culturally a lean healthcare organization, and was therefore 
particularly adaptable to implementation of lean methodology. 
Additional process improvement training may be required in orga-
nizations that have not participated in change efforts in the past. 

Key to the success of the post-pilot interventions is the presence 
of committed physician and hospital leadership and the clinical 
commitment of the multidisciplinary team to ensure compliance. 
These concepts have already been achieved with NCCN guidelines 
and evidence-based protocols. Thus, introduction of additional 
guidelines and locally developed algorithms is likely to be suc-
cessful. Future evaluation of the qualitative and quantitative 
impacts of the pilot study interventions and the sustainability of 
those efforts is recommended. This will, in turn, facilitate the 
advancement of other technological evolutions, such as single 
testing, parallel testing, and whole-genome sequencing.12 
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